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Agenda
●Operational Overview 

●We've taken a lot of swings. What HITS and 
MISSES have happened year over year and how 
community relationships are involved?

●Q&A.



Operational Overview



How does Warframe work?

●Consistent updates on all platforms.

●Weekly targets on PC, monthly on Console.

●Fixes, changes, and additions. 



Community Relationship Recaps: 

1) Community understands our routine.
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Beginning End

Players Wanted It Dev Made it so! 



Beginning Middle End

Thousands/Millions 
of Players Wanted 

It

Empowered 
Community Team

200 Devs to make it 
so! 

Dev Wanted It



The big question: 
● We've taken a lot of swings. What HITS and 

MISSES have happened year over year and how 
community relationships are involved?



ALL 700 OF OUR SWINGS (OF VARYING SIZES)



Year Hit? Miss? What did we 
do?

Recap

Structure:



2012: Overview
Once upon a time…

Digital Extremes is mid layoffs, and Warframe is a 
last ditch effort.



2012 HIT: Infrastructure
● We spent the majority of 2012 setting up tools 

to DIY – and they worked. 



2012 MISS: F2P Design
● We spent 4 months of this year making all the 

free to play mistakes we didn't even know we 
were making. 





So what did we do? 
In 2012 it’s misleadingly simple. 



Community Relationship Recaps: 

1. Community understands our routine.
2. 2012: Make fair-free-to-play a part of Warframe's DNA, and rely 

on the Community to decide what is and isn’t fair. 



2013: Overview
The year of real-time communication that changed 
the Community relationship. 



2013 HIT: Devstreams



2013 HIT: Clans



2013 HIT: Clans



2013 MISS: Stats + Cosmetics





Cosmetics + Stats, a complicated history. 

1) Cosmetics have stats decided by Dev (2012/2013)
2) Cosmetics don't have stats, but if you had stats on cosmetics 
they're grandfathered. (2013 on)
3) Cosmetics that used to have stats can have their stats removed 
(2014). 
4) Cosmetics can have stats decided by players (2015, Arcanes)
5) Cosmetics don't have stats (2018, Arcanes 2.0)



If this is making your head explode… 



So what did we do? 



Community Relationship Recaps: 

1. Community understands our routine.
2. 2012: Make fair-free-to-play a part of Warframe's DNA, and rely 

on the Community to decide what is and isn’t fair. 
3. 2013: Grow your communication channels and prepare to use 

them to talk about change. 



2014: Overview
The year Warframe underwent rapid change in 
combat, visuals, and story. 



2014 HIT: Melee 2.0!



2014 HIT: Melee 2.0!



2014 MISS: Grindframe?!



2014 MISS: Grindframe?!

Oxium. A Resource. It isn't inherently bad, but what it represents for community 

relationships is. It represents a  'MASSIVE GRIND'. 



So what did we do? 



Community Relationship Recaps: 

1. Community understands our routine.
2. 2012: Make fair-free-to-play a part of Warframe's DNA, and rely 

on the Community to decide what is and isn’t fair. 
3. 2013: Grow your communication channels and prepare to use 

them to talk about change. 
4. 2014: Don't just change, overhaul. When the community weighs 

in on 'grind tolerance’, take note. 



2015: Overview
We added or first cinematic quest this year, as well 
as our first region locked content. Good and Bad 
surprises. 



2015 HIT: The Second Dream





2015 MISS: Region Locks





So what did we do? 



Community Relationship Recaps: 

1. Community understands our routine.
2. 2012: Make fair-free-to-play a part of Warframe's DNA, and rely 

on the Community to decide what is and isn’t fair. 
3. 2013: Grow your communication channels and prepare to use 

them to talk about change. 
4. 2014: Don't just change, overhaul. When the community weighs 

in on 'grind tolerance’, take note. 
5. 2015: Take risks and plan to surprise your loyal players with 

good surprises (not bad ones like region-locked content). 



2016: Overview
The desperation DNA was starting to degrade a bit, 
and so begin ‘we’re really onto something’. 



2016 HIT: Nostalgia 
Time to re-do our Navigation system… for the 4th + 
time. 







2016 MISS: Lunaro



So what did we do? 







Community Relationship Recaps: 

1. Community understands our routine.
2. 2012: Make fair-free-to-play a part of Warframe's DNA, and rely on the 

Community to decide what is and isn’t fair. 
3. 2013: Grow your communication channels and prepare to use them to talk 

about change. 
4. 2014: Don't just change, overhaul. When the community weighs in on 'grind 

tolerance’, take note. 
5. 2015: Take risks and plan to surprise your loyal players with good surprises 

(not bad ones like region-locked content). 
6. 2016: Never stop changing and overhauling. The fun you have developing 

something may never resonate with your players, move on quickly. 



2017: Overview
The year we had one of the worst and one of the 
best community relationship moments in 
Warframe. 



2017 MISS: DE vs. Datamine

Up until this year, we had turned a blind eye to 
data-mining. Whose game is it anyway? 



2017 HIT: Open World

We did something no one thought possible…







So what did we do? 





Community Relationship Recaps: 

1. Community understands our routine.
2. 2012: Make fair-free-to-play a part of Warframe's DNA, and rely on the Community to decide 

what is and isn’t fair. 
3. 2013: Grow your communication channels and prepare to use them to talk about change. 
4. 2014: Don't just change, overhaul. When the community weighs in on 'grind tolerance’, take 

note. 
5. 2015: Take risks and plan to surprise your loyal players with good surprises (not bad ones like 

region-locked content). 
6. 2016: Never stop changing and overhauling. The fun you have developing something may 

never resonate with your players, move on quickly. 
7. 2017: If you quickly become an enemy in the relationship, work on repairing it head on with 

more than words. If you're years into your game, do things that were definitely once 
impossible. 



Whose game is it anyway?
For Warframe, it's shared. 



After 5 years…
Players are citizens.



After 5 years…
A community team has a seat at the 
developer table. 



After 5 years…
Transparency is painful but crucial. 
Humanize and admit mistakes. 



THANK YOU!


